In 2012, Limecrest Quarry in Sparta, New Jersey was acquired. Breaking the tradition, Braen Stone changed the name of Limecrest Quarry to Braen Stone of Sparta. This location is unique in the fact that it contains both granite and limestone reserves and Thomas Edison was also the original owner of this quarry.

The following materials are available at our Sparta Quarry:

- ¼” Washed Clean Stone
- 3/8” Washed Clean Stone
- ¾” Washed Clean Stone
- #57 Washed Clean Stone
- 1 ½” Crushed Stone
- 2 ½” Crushed Stone
- Quarry Process
- Rip Rap
- Stone Dust
- Washed Mason Sand
- Screened Fill Dirt
- 1” Washed Clean Septic Stone
- Washed Concrete Sand

Braen Stone will work with you to produce a custom spec with proper notification.